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While Lin Ziming was comforting Chu Fei, his gaze passed over the people
in front of him, and he knew what was going on right away. He has sharp
eyes and excellent IQ, and he can see at a glance what kind of stuff these
people are, which further validates his ideas.
At this moment, everyone in the room recovered and looked at Lin Ziming,
very angry.
This gathering of theirs was originally very private, not visible, and
absolutely confidential. As a result, a person suddenly broke in, undoubtedly
a huge offense and threat to them, which instantly aroused their immense
anger.
“Where did the little cricket come from, dare to break into our territory,
right?”
“How does the security guard do things, don’t you know that we are here in
an absolutely private gathering, do you not allow outsiders to come in!”
“It’s really unreasonable…”
“Check who this person is. If he dares to tell what happened today, I will let
him die!”
“Hey, wait a minute, this should be Chu Fei’s husband! Okay, it just
happened to solve the two together.”
They are all people with a certain status in society, and their combined
energy should not be underestimated, and Lin Ziming and Chu Fei are
completely ignored.
Then they surrounded Lin Ziming and Chu Fei, and someone contacted the
bodyguard to teach Lin Ziming.
Lin Ziming naturally wouldn’t put these threats on his hands. He frowned
slightly and asked Chu Fei, and said, “Why did you get here?”
Chu Fei was afraid of Lin Ziming’s misunderstanding, and quickly
explained: “I didn’t want to come by myself. Sister Hong invited me to
come. Before that, I didn’t know this was a gathering of this nature.”
Seeing Lin Ziming groaning and not speaking, Chu Fei suddenly became
anxious, “Ziming, you believe me, I really don’t know it is like this,
otherwise I will definitely not come!”
Seeing Chu Fei’s nervous look, for fear that he might misunderstand him,
Lin Ziming couldn’t help but feel unrealistic. Does Chu Fei care about his
opinion? This kind of thing has never happened before.
Lin Ziming smiled slightly and said: “Fool, I definitely believe you, don’t be
nervous. Since they didn’t bully you, let’s go home first.”
“Okay…” Chu Fei was now in the posture of a virtuous and obedient young
daughter-in-law. Lin Ziming held her hands and completely obeyed Lin
Ziming’s arrangement.
However, just as they were about to turn and leave, a group of security
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guards with batons rushed in from the door and stopped them.
“Huh, when is this place, come as you want, leave as you want?”
A domineering voice came from behind, and when he looked back, it was
Long Feiyu, who walked over with gloomy eyes and stared at Lin Ziming,
full of provocation and disdain.
When other people saw Long Feiyu go on horseback, they all showed
excitement, especially some women, their eyes full of spirits when they
looked at Long Feiyu.
Chu Fei said, “Long Feiyu, why don’t you let us go? We didn’t offend you.”
Long Feiyu walked over in a lazy manner, with an open smile on the corners
of his mouth. His eyes were first drawn on Chu Fei, showing some
obsession and enthusiasm, and finally placed on Lin Ziming, and said
jokingly: “It seems that you are Chu. Fei’s husband?”
When Long Feiyu was looking at Lin Ziming, Lin Ziming was also looking
at him, and found that the opponent’s skill was quite good, even better than
Ma Long. In the category of ordinary people, it is rare to have this skill of
thirty.
“I am.” Lin Ziming replied lightly.
Long Feiyu walked to Lin Ziming and stopped. As he stopped, the black
bodyguards also stopped one by one, forming a two-thirds circle of Lin
Ziming.
“Do you know where this place is? Do you know what people are here? Do
you dare to break in so boldly?” The smile on Long Feiyu’s face slowly
faded, and the majesty exuding him gradually increased. Many people feel
the pressure and their breathing becomes heavier.
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